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Abstract

The research aim is to evaluating investment and commercial banking to led the investor who want to be shareholder in equity to the suitable banking in Iraqi environment, which banking is suitable for risk averse and which is suitable for risk seeker, by comparing between depending on market attractiveness and business strength by comparing between Iraqi’s investment and commercial banking for the period (2010-2014), it is evaluated market attractiveness by using banking return, banking risk, banking size, and banking stability and business strength by using market share (competition), and banking development. The data were from financial report used for statistical testing of difference between two means for comparing instead of comparing between variables directly by using t-test between means. The result explained there wasn’t a difference between the two banking marketing, but commercial banking was more total risk than investment banking and systematic risk was the most in both banking. Research conclusion the risky environment, is resulting the conservative depositors decreasing the project, and weak effect of globalization on banking, that is resulting nearly same strategies to avoid internal risk by trying to create safely internal environment depending on strategy of less risk through minimizing unsystematic risks which reduce the ability on diversification which led to weak globalization’s effect.
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INTRODUCTION

When there is different banking industries, there is different circumstances, then different challenges and opportunities, which characterize each industry, so these characteristics of the industry, are one of the important drivers of performance. The contribution in banks’ shares, means that the shareholder shall bear the results of performance, because of that, the rational investor who want to contribute in shares of industry (banking) facing problem of choosing the suitable industry firstly according to his tendency to the risks, i.e. there is needing to Comparability between industries, to find which one is suitable to contribute in its banks' shares.

In Iraqi's banking industry, the investment banks dealing with the projects investing and accepting deposits, while commercial banks principally depends on the acceptance of deposits and employing funds, that means the nature of the risk varies between the two, if the level of risks had been known, the investor's tendency to the risks direct's the contributor towards the suitable industry, and appoint the level of the required return, so the rational behavior dep
ends on the comparison to find if there are differences or similarities, and why? because rationality needs full picture to avoid capital losses and to keep the wealth.

To do Comparison between the two types of banking industry, there is needing to assess the strength of the industry has to be dealt with, the attractiveness of the market and the strength of the business, in the banking industry, return, risk, size, and financial stability important factors for achieving attractive market, business strength would need to study of the market structure and the banking development.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Market Attractiveness
Market attractiveness engaged with market's opportunities and challenges, this term is closely related to competence, American Marketing Association dictionary defines market attractiveness is "the degree of the market opportunities provided by market's segment and ability of company to meet competitive needs in that markets segment" that means ability of market to maximize the profit. Market attractiveness is correlated in a matrix of McKinsey & Company (1970), according to the matrix market attractiveness consist of several factors such as actual return, Market size, annual market growth, competitiveness, environmental impact and so on.

Best (2005:506) explains Market attractiveness consist of three groups they are including market factors, competitive intensity, and market entry. Peng (2009:517) explained market attractiveness in four dimensions, they are market size and growth rate, competition, institutional contexts and cultural administrative, geographical and economic distance because of the nature of banking industry which deal with funds stages of input, process and output the researcher believes return, risk, size, and stability are essential factors in banking market attractiveness.

Market Return and Banking Return
Market return refers to account mean of companies' returns in the market, it depends on actual returns of companies, in another word, the concept of profitability, so the research must explain profitability and its indicators. It means the ability to create profit depending on business activities, i.e.: the ability of given investments to earn a return from its use (Tulsian, 2014). Profitability reflect how management is using resources with efficiency to make profit, and then it is suitable indicator to measure financial efficiency because it measure Productivity of capital and operational processes, its consider "index of efficiency and guide to greater efficiency" (Olalekan & Adeyinka, 2013) According to (Scott & Arias, 2011) "Most of studies concern with bank profitability, including (Short,1979; Bourke, 1989; Molyneux & Thomton, 1992; Goddard, Molyneux & Wilson, 2004b), were depending on different linear Models to find various Factors which explain the profitability Banks profitability can be measure by return on assets (ROA) or return on equity (ROE), Also measured by net interest margin, (Dawood, 2014:1) explained that the most studies are used these indicators.(ROA) considers overall indicator for profitability because it is driven by the decisions of employing money and economic factors, and then represent bank's management ability to create return on its asset,"It allows for comparison between different companies or different sectors"(Ally, 2013:136), (Khrawish, 2011:19) explained that the (ROE) can be account by Net Income after tax dividing by the equity. Market return is referred
to the average of returns of all firms existing in the market, it represents the return of all securities which are trading in financial market and used as a benchmark for comparing.

According to (Saksonova & Solovjova, 2011) profitability one of the internal factors of financial performance but it does not reflect the whole picture because may be there is profitability but not create value, so it is important to look for drivers of creating value in shade of level of risks, (Violeta et al., 2010:297) stated. The drivers of creating values according to Applied Finance Group (AFG) are profitability, competition, growth, and cost of capital.

From the above concept of profitability, the researcher used (ROE) because the research engaged with shareholders depending on account mean of two banking (industries), while banking return represents the account mean of each industry of each industry.

**Risks**

Risks refer to the total risks which include systematic and unsystematic risks in another word it includes diversification and non-diversification risks. In Iraq there country risk is very high because of terrorism, also there is high management's risks, in this case, there is need to measure total risks. Though standard deviation is used to measure total risks, the coefficient of variation was used because of comparing between to different banking industries (commercial and investment).

**Banking Size**

In general banking, size refer to the number and power of investors in the market, in another word its reflect supply side in which companies can exist and build their position depending on its abilities, resources, and social correspondence. When banking market size is big to reflect more diversification and ability to absorb the loss, also more output. Dermine & Schoenmaker (2010: 6) observed small banks need to large bailout when many banks face effect of correlated systematic risk, and capping size effect on reducing diversification of credit risks. There is high relationship between banking growth and banking size because big size means the ability to expand credits, result from high deposits which correlated with capital adequacy, and capital adequacy reflects solid capital to stay in bad probability, in other word there is a relationship between economic capital and size too.

Banking size can be measured by natural logarithm (Abuzar, 2013: 222-240). The natural logarithm of total assets to natural logarithm of capital of banks, this indicator explains that the source of growth, either result from expanding in business or expanding in capital, while according to Beck and Kunt (2010:8) the size is measuring by dividing total banks assets to Gross Domestic production (GDP), the same indicator was used by (world Bank, 2005:1), Dermine & Schoenmaker (2010: 2) explained that this indicator includes both risky and non risky assets, they used equity(book value) to GDP ratio" this ratio can be justified by the fact that, under Pillar 2 of the Basel 2 capital regulation". This indicator reflects elasticity needed for stability, so the researcher adopts this indicator agree with the case of Iraq because of the nature of the total risks which need to adjust capital adequacy, that means. it agrees with adjusted discount rate for measuring required return.
To go "beyond size" there is need to measure efficiency and adequacy ratio, (Loukoianova, 2008) used non-parametric approach to measure efficiency by data envelopment analysis (DEA) depending on analyzing banks’ cost and revenue (Loukoianova, 2008:4), non-parametric related to (distributed-free) while size, ratios are considered parametric data, so the research adopts indicator of (world bank, 2005) for efficiency by using Competitiveness indicator which agrees with question: How size of market is? and what is its structure?.

Banking Stability

Banking stability refers to financial solidity and ability of banking sector to stay in financial safety, the ability measured by capital adequacy, (world bank, 2005:1), (GA. Holton 2003; Manganelli & Engle, 2001) have used (VaR) Value at Risk (Aragonés et al. 2001) used Stress Test, others have used (Altman, 1983) model: (Loukoianova, 2008: 20), used Z-index to estimate banks probability failer, (Köhler, 2012:6) refers to the same indicator z-score, and mentioned several authors used z-score, (Foos et al. 2010), (Altunbas et al., 2009). The research used z-score because of the high risk environment in Iraq, and then it is important to go more than solvency when environment includes the high probability of financial shock (prices of goods and services, interest rate, and foreign exchange rate), and high management risks specially high financial administrative corruption.

Business Strength

Market Structure of Banking and Market Share

Market structure refers to the distribution of companies according to the size, number and position in the market, that reflect the level of competition which takes different forms such as Monopolistic, Competition, Oligopoly, pure competition, complete competition and so on. These forms are depending on Market Concentration. If there are few numbers of banks, so the alliance is driving the banking industry, and then result in high performance and high profits because of non-competitive prices. If there are large number of banks, so the efficiency is driving the banking industry.

According to the two points of view (Concentration and efficiency), there are two Hypothesis:

1. Structure-Conduct-Performance Hypothesis by (Bain, 1951: 293–324) who assumes the Concentration led to high prices
2. The Traditional Efficiency Hypothesis by (Demsetz, 1973:1-9) who assumes the companies' efficiency led to different market share, and high efficiency led to high market share.

Market share refers to ability of getting resources, or ability to maximize the number of sales, in banking financing is more essential because of the natures of small capital relative to another factor of financing (high financial leverage), so employing resources depending in high degree on deposits, this fact makes Market share of deposits is suitable indicator.

Banking Development

Both Commercial banking and investment banking are competence in giving private credit, that result industry's growth and encourages on research and development in firms, because Efficient allocation of credit to the private sector
and potential businesses leads to an increase in industrial growth and in turn, boosts economic growth” (Adnan, 2011:4).

According to the ESCWA (2005:22), financial development reflects the improvement in efficiency in quantity and quality service. Adnan (2013:1) Banking development can be measured by Access (loan and deposit size), efficiency (profitability, competitiveness) stability (capital adequacy, asset quality, liquidity). Also there are several indicators to measure financial development through banking such as are deposits to GDP, private credit to GDP, Khalaf (2009) mentioned authors like (Demetriades & Hussein, 1996; Ghali, 1999; ESCWA, 2005) used private credit to GDP indicator to measure development of banking system. to complete with banking stability.

**METHOD**

The Iraqi central bank's policy requires expansion in equities of Iraqi banks for the purpose of responding to the requirements of the Basel III to increase the capital adequacy of the Iraqi banks, for that investor who want to be shareholders faces a problem of choosing banking. commercial banking depending principally on accepting current deposits and employing funds, while investment banking deal with investment projects and accepting deposits, so the investor who wants to be shareholder in equity against the following questions: Is there a difference in industry strength? If there is the difference which is suitable to risk-averse? Which is suitable to risk seeker? if there isn't difference what are the reasons?

The research aim is to led the investor who wants to be shareholder in equity to the suitable banking in Iraqi environment, by comparing between Investment and commercial banking depending on market attractiveness (return, risk, size, stability) and business strength (market share and banking development) to:

1. find if there is difference between the two banking in industry strength
2. which banking is suitable for risk-averse and which is suitable for risk seeker
3. which kind of risks is the principal and what is the result?

According to the problem of research, the hypothesis is "There aren't significant differences of industry strength between commercial and investment"

This hypothesis divided into:

1. There isn't significant difference in mean of banking return between commercial banking and investment banking
2. commercial's total risk are more than investment's but both are equal to unsystematic risks.
3. There isn't significant difference in mean of industry size between commercial banking and investment banking.
4. There isn't significant difference in mean of stability between commercial banking and investment banking.
5. There isn't significant difference in mean of market share between commercial banking and investment banking.
6. There isn't significant difference in mean of banking development between commercial banking and investment banking.
Data collection and tools

Data was collected depending on annual financial reports of banks to the period (2010-2014). To fulfill research aims, the research depending on the following tools

(1) Market return and banking return

ROE = net profit/equity…………………………………………………………(1)

N

Market ROE. = ∑ ROE AVRs./N i=1,2,3,4,5,6,... 12(banks)…for each
group.(2)

i=1

n

ROE AVRs. = ∑ROE/n j=1,2,3,4,5, (years)

j=1

n

Banking return = ∑ ROE AVRs./N k=1,2,3,4,5,6,...(banks)………..(3)

k=1

(2) Risk:

Total risks:δ=√∑(X-X¯)²/n-1(Bluman,2006:127) ……………………(4)

X¯banking return= ∑ROE (AVRs.)/6 (banks)

X¯ market return= Market(ROE) of two banking……(12banks)

Systematic risk=δ *Rx,y

Rx,y=correlation between X¯ (whole market) and X¯ of industry(ROE)

Unsystematic risk=total risk-systematic risk

(3) Banking size:

BZ= equity (book value of banking): GDP……………………………………(5)

(4) Banking market share:

Ms= sum deposits of banking/ sum deposits of whole market ………..(6)

(5) Banking stability:

z-score = (ROA+Equity: assets)/SD ROA……………………………………(7)

ROA=net profit/total assets

(6) Banking development:

BD=sum cash credit/GDP……………………………………………………..(8)

To achieve results the research compared between the means of the two banking during the period (2010-2014) the test concerning two means was used: F=S1 ²/S2 ²(for testing two variances if they equal or not)

Test value=(observed value-expected value)/standard error

The research used the following equal:

t= {{(x¯1-x¯2)-(M1-M2)}} / {√ [[(n1-1)s²1+(n2-1)s²2]/n1+n2-2]√(1/n1+1/n2)}…. (9)

x¯= mean, n=sample size,s²=variance, M1-M2 equal zero when no difference between population means is hypothesized (Bluman,2006:449)

Research sample

Sample was (6) banks of investment (all investment banks which listed in Iraq securities commission except the Islamic banks) which are working as market maker dealing with investment projects and accepting deposits, also sample includes (6) private commercial banks which are dealing as with accepting current saving and time deposits to reuse them in their financial activities.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The Comparing Between Two Banking
Banking Return and Risk

From the table, the variances of commercial and investment banking are equal to the population variance, so equal (9) was used to find the difference between the means of commercial and investment banking. King return were comparing by the following hypothesizes:
Ho: There isn't significant difference in means of banking return between commercial banking and investment banking
H1: There is significant difference in means of banking return between commercial banking and investment banking.

The result of statistics test was:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>indicators</th>
<th>v</th>
<th>Cal. t</th>
<th>Tab. t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Accepted hypo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Banking return</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0951</td>
<td>1.860</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>Ho=x^-1=x^-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above, there isn't significant difference in banking return between the two banking. The above results is proving the first hypothesis

Risk

As shown in the table (5), Commercial banking is more total risk than investment but both are against the same (nearly)systematic risk. The table had shown the Unsystematic risk is equal to zero.
The results is proving the second hypothesis

Banking Size

Insert table (6)
Ho: There isn't significant difference in the mean of banking size between commercial banking and investment
H1: There is significant difference in the mean of banking size between commercial banking and investment

The result of statistics test was:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>indicators</th>
<th>v</th>
<th>Cal. t</th>
<th>Tab. t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Accepted hypo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BZ</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.440</td>
<td>1.860</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>Ho=x^-1=x^-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above results Null hypothesis accepted because cal. t is less than tab. t, that means there isn't a significant difference between size's mean of two banking markets. The above results is proving the second hypothesis

Banking Stability

Insert tables (13, 16)
Ho: There isn't significant difference in mean of banking stability between commercial banking and investment banking
H1: There is significant difference in mean of banking stability between commercial banking and investment banking

The result of statistics' test was:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>indicators</th>
<th>v</th>
<th>Cal. t</th>
<th>Tab. t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Accepted hypo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>z-score</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.549</td>
<td>1.860</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>Ho=x^-1=x^-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Null hypothesis was accepted because of cal. t is less than tab. t, that means there isn't a significant difference between z-score means of two banking markets. The above results is proving the third hypothesis

**Banking Market Share**
Insert tables (7 and 8)
Ho: There is n't significant difference in mean of Ms between commercial banking and investment banking
H1: There is significant difference in mean of Ms between commercial banking and investment banking
The result of statistics test was:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>indicators</th>
<th>v</th>
<th>Cal. t</th>
<th>Tab. t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Accepted hypo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ms</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.039</td>
<td>1.860</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>Ho=μ₁=μ₂</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The null hypothesis was accepted because of cal. t is less than tab. t, that means there isn't significant difference between Ms means of two banking groups. The above results is proving the third hypothesis

**Banking Development**
Insert tables (9 and 10)
Ho: There isn't significant difference in mean of BD between commercial banking and investment banking
H1: There is significant difference in mean of BD between commercial banking and investment banking
The result of statistics' test was:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>indicators</th>
<th>v</th>
<th>Cal. t</th>
<th>Tab. t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Accepted hypo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BD</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.468</td>
<td>1.860</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>Ho=μ₁=μ₂</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Null hypothesis was accepted because cal. t is less than tab. t, that means there isn't significant difference between BD means of two banking markets. The above results is proving the third hypothesis

**CONCLUSION**
In order to analysis results in complete picture, they need long term and short term perspective, in short term perspective: when reviewing the last year of study (2015) there is some differences related to ability of commercial banking in employing its funds in cash credit more than investment banking, and then ability on developing other sectors by offering debits, this was resulting more profitability and more market attractiveness though its market size was less, in another word, effectiveness in using funds, but this situation was lead to more risk, and caused less stability. From another point of view, investment banking seems more conservative in using its funds in debits though it is bigger than commercial banking, that caused more stability and less risk but less ROE, this means, the investment banking did not utilize its banking size, so this situation makes it more adequacy than commercial banking because less contribution in developing other sector (through debits).
According to above analysis, the investors either risky averse so they choose investment banking or risky seeker to choose commercial banking. Also, investment banking market share is more than commercial banking, that means the depositors attitudes are conservative due to the Iraqi environment which suffered from war. Results of the comparing show Why there isn't difference? There isn't difference between two banking in long range, because of the conservative depositors and few projects due to nature of Iraqi environment in shade of war,(the principal variable who dominating on Iraqi environment) pushing banking to the adapting with environment by strategy of reducing risk, especially depending on banking services, and exchange rates (UA$ exchange rate), also high risky environment (country risks)is resulting from the weak contact with foreign markets, that refers to weak effect of globalization on banking system. The systematic risks represent the domination factor, and banks avoid high risks environment by trying to create safety internal environment by depending on techniques of less risky (defense strategy), this situation refers to weak-diversification in Iraqi banking system that means.

Commercial banks need to develop their market attractiveness by increasing size from absorbing more deposits, but this needs to more adequacy to get more stability. Investment banking need to increase its banking development by utilizing funds in more debts, especially it has a big market share and stability. Investment banking is suitable to risk-averse while commercial banking is suitable to risk seeker. The banking industry, need to reduce systematic risk by depending on high level of services' quality and looking for new markets.
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